Like Meeting the Apostle Paul for the First Time

Over the past ten years, the field of Pauline studies has seen the emergence of significant new ideas about the sometimes intimidating apostle. This second edition of the tested and proved Rediscovering Paul address the new research and takes up important issues not considered in the first volume.

Drawing on the best of contemporary scholarship, and with language shaped by teaching and conversing with today’s students, scholars David B. Capes, Rodney Reeves, and E. Randolph Richards present this reworked textbook, which includes fresh discussions of Paul’s letter writing and how those letters were received in the churches. The book tackles new considerations of pseudonymity and the authenticity of Paul’s letters, as well as updated terminology, all with a writing style that engages scholarly issues without losing the average college student.

“Rediscovering Paul has anchored my introduction to Paul courses over the last ten years,” writes Lynn H. Cohick, professor of New Testament at Wheaton College. “In the second edition, Capes, Reeves, and Richards keep the clear, accessible prose while updating information based on new scholarship. This gem of a book is all you need to understand and appreciate Paul’s letters and theology.”
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